


TPCL program

• Introduction TPCL

•Group dynamics

•Changing world and perspectives

•Feedback and reflection

•MBTI personality model



Workshop 1



Assessment TPCL

For this course you will obtain 1 ECTS. Your final TPCL 

mark will be based on your creative portfolio:

• Critical reflection on three workshops

• Providing and receiving feedback

• Self-reflection on your personal developments

For this deliverable you need to have a 5.5 or higher to 

pass this course. You will have one resit option per 

academic year for this course. 



Content TPCL

Creative leadership

Group dynamics



Why?

•Learning happens everywhere…

•At school

•At home

•Alone, among friends, among fellow students, in 

your class, from group members, from your 

lecturers, from guest, by reading, thinking, doing



Study areas of group dynamics

• Interaction

•Communication

•Group norms

•Conformity

•Decision making

•Hierarchy

•Leadership

•Feedback

•Friendship

•Change

•Stress 

•Conflict

•Etc.



Stages of group development
(Tuckman, 1965)

• 1. Forming: The group comes together and gets to 
initially know one other and form as a group. 

• 2. Storming: A chaotic competition for leadership and 
trialling of group processes 

• 3. Norming: Eventually agreement is reached on how the 
group operates 

• 4. Performing: The group practices its craft and becomes 
effective in meeting its objectives.

• 5. Adjourning: The process of "unforming" the group, that 
is, letting go of the group structure and moving on.



Levels of the group

•Task: content of group activity, what needs to be 

done

•Procedural: how things should be done

•Social-emotional: how people behave towards 

each other during the performance of the task

•Level of existence: need to be acknowledged and 

accepted



Leadership

• In bigger groups the person who talks most is 

usually the informal leader

•This may have as a result, that other group 

members become more passive and less satisfied



Hierarchy in groups

•Participation is the most important element

•The more someone talks, the more the others will 

think this person contributes

•Social loafing: the bigger the group the less each 

individual contributes, and some even less than 

others



Conformity

•There is a pressure to conform to group norms. If 

not, the group will fall apart.

•Members who refuse to conform, will at first 

receive more attention in order to include them, 

and if they don’t respond will be excluded.



Group work:

- Sit together with your group. Discuss your experiences with 

groupwork

- Discuss what the most important aspects of working in a 

team are for you?

- What are in your opinion the advantages and disadvantages 

of working in a group?



Understanding Self (Reflect)

➢Imagine yourself in the group

➢What is the picture that you see?



Self insight: What is your team behavior?

•What do you bring to the team?

- Imaginative ideas

-Realism

-Planning skills

-Sensitivity

-Analytical skills

-Hard working

-Fun

- ?

•What are your improvement 

points?

-Stressed when time runs 

out

- Irritated when pushed

-Easily offended

-Critical first reactions

- ?



Tips for effective team work

• Be clear on your (team) goals 

• Have reasonable expectations

• Take time to get together: just dividing tasks and 

communicating by emails is a big risk

• Make democratic appointments and stick to these

• Don’t rely on excuses: do your very best

• If a serious problem arises, try to solve it to the satisfaction 

of all involved 

• Be in time to ask for outside help



Personal development in TDM

•Developing team behavior

•Functioning within diversity

•Being able to motivate oneself

•Developing resilience

Key: self insight and empathy



Expectations about group work

•Write down your expectations on group work 

individually

•Discuss your answers with your neighbour



A world in change



The 21st century citizen



Changing needs

Thinking Working Living

Context-oriented
Creativity

Critical Thinking
Problem-solving

Human-centered
Collaboratively

Relationally

Community oriented
Sustainability

Social Responsibility
Connected

Changing times



Mismatch between preparing professionals and the 
work field

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/31/opinion/sunday/friedman-need-a-
job-invent-it.html?_r=2&#!

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/31/opinion/sunday/friedman-need-a-job-invent-it.html?_r=2&#!


Next Tourism Generation Alliance
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VUCA WORLD



through this VUCA 
world?



• COMPLICATED ISSUES                   COMPLEX ISSUES

Technical complexity Social complexity

A well-defined problem A wicked problem (open-endedness)

One best answer Many questions to answer on the forehand

Existing knowledge Incomplete and contradictory information

All parameters are set Many good answers possible. Context-oriented

Not subject to discussion Many perspectives involved

Based on Nijs, D. Upcoming Imagineering Book.

inspired by Vasconcelos F.C. and Ramirez R. (2009)

Complicated problems X Complex 

problems



“We do not live in a era of change but in a 

change of era” Jan Rotmans (professor in Sustainability 

transitions at Drift, Erasmus Universisty)

Our world has changed 

into an interactive, 

hyper-connected, 

immersive, virtual, 

digital online ecosystem 

or mega platform where 

users create and share 

knowledge, innovate 

and collaborate 

together: world 2.0”

(Karakas 2011)



Metaphors:

Organization as a Machine 

X organization as conversations

From Organizations as 
Machine

To Organizations 
as Conversation 

• Closed system
• Physical place
• Roles and tasks 
• Hierarchy  
• Rules are applied 

universally
• Predict, control

• Living system
• Dynamic construct 
• Responsibilities 
• Constant interactions
• Individual and context 

dependent 
• Inspire, engage



•General Introduction: culture and teaming

•Designing conversations: generative feedback 

and psychological safety of a group

•Leadership: Knowing your values based on the 

Core Quadrants – how to transform into 

leadership skills?

Our Team Performance and Creative 

Leadership classes



The world is facing major challenges





How can we connect and use our diversity and 

our multiculturalism in our favor?

Your cultural competence 
can become your 

professional competence!

Your diversity can become 
the source of innovation!







Workshop 2



How your culture can serve as a professional 

competence?

How can you use your own culture to innovate in 

projects?

How can you use culture of your team to innovative in 

projects?

Moving to the group



First watch the vídeo and make notes, then...

In groups of 3:

1. Teaming across industry (discipline) boundaries is very hard.

Question: what are the factors that make it hard?

How could you overcome and make it workable?

2. Teaming across cultural boundaries is very hard.

Question: what are the factors that make it hard?

How could you overcome and make it workable?

3. Why teaming might work better than teamwork in nowadays world?

Time for exercise



How to turn a group of strangers 

into a team? 

Movie time

Amy Edmondson: Harvard business school professor author of 

the book: Extreme teaming

https://www.ted.com/talks/amy_edmondson_how_to_turn_a_group_of_strangers_into_a_team/transcript?language=en#t-255992


• Empower your team

• Create a peer culture: Encourage people to help each other 

produce best work;

• Free up communication: Give everyone the freedom to 

communicate with anyone else without having to ask permission;

• Craft a learning environment: reinforce the fact that everyone is 

learning all the time and that it is fun to learn together;

• Get more out of post-mortems: Even while most people prefer to 

hide what went wrong and move on after investing intensive time on 

a project, it is important to structure post-mortems to stimulate 

discussion. 

Catmul (2008) Fostering collective creativity. 
Practices at Pixar 



Tips for effective team work
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• Be clear on your (team) goals 

• Have reasonable expectations

• Take time to get together: just dividing tasks and communicating by 

emails is a big risk

• Make democratic appointments and stick to these

• Don’t rely on excuses: do your very best

• If a serious problem arises, try to solve it to the satisfaction of all 

involved 

• Be in time to ask for outside help



Wheel of group work



Reflection



Reflection on CMCT groupwork

• In your group, you focus on three aspects of the wheel of successful group work  

• When you see the specific behavior that is related to this succesfactor what can you 
say of the development of your group?

• Write a story/ make a roadmap/ draw a painting/ make a poem/ act it out/ compose 
a choreography/ serve a dish/ etc. in which you show the development of these 
aspects in the group.



Effective groupwork

• Check in / check out 

• Feedback

• Emerging processes

• Cold shower/hot shower



Effective groupwork

• Check in / check out: start the day with a quick check-in on how everyone is doing 
, also to make sure you are all on the same page; at the end of the day a quick 
check-out assessing the day. 

• Feedback: practice giving feedback to your group, content and process wise. 
Remember that feedback should help you grow and it is not about blaming. 

• Emerging processes: Even though you have a goal, be open for what is emerging 
that you never expect but might be a good path to innovation. In order to let this 
happen welcome all kind of ideas and suggestion. 

• Cold shower/hot shower: At the end of each week make sure to have a good cold 
shower and hot shower in order to get clean and energized for next week. 



Feedback is necessary

Works best in atmosphere of trust:

•Accepting self image of others

•Positive affirmation of others contributions

•Willing to improve self knowledge (open for feedback) and

willing to give feedback



Feedback rules

• You are only allowed to give suggestions for improvement if you also give 

compliments

• Make sure to balance positive and negative feedback

• Only about recently observed behavior by you (no interpretations, no old 

stories, not for anyone else)

• Try to focus on facts (not emotions)

• Be clear why you give the feedback (what is the effect on you?) and if 

necessary give a suggestion for change



Giving feedback
• Step 1: ‘ I see’ : describe the behaviour you have observed 

• Step 2: ‘ I think’ : describe the effect of this behaviour on you 
personally, speak in the ‘ I’  form

• Step 3: Observe if the other person recognizes the feedback

• Step 4: ‘ I do’ : Think along and give tips on how to improve this





Receiving feedback

• Show that you listen (listen! Don’t react or defend yourself 

immediately)

• Ask further if it is not clear to you

• Thanks for the feedback

• Decide for yourself if it is useful to you

If the feedback is hostile (criticism): remain calm, use 

humor, don’t respond on content.



Receiving feedback

• Step 1: Listen and ask questions

• Step 2: Accept the feedback

• Step 3: Research the options for improvement

• Step 4: Act on the received feedback



Exercise giving-receiving feedback

• Sit together with your CMCT group

• Take 10 minutes to prepare your feedback suggestions individually per person in your group

• Start the exercise: One person gives feedback – the second person receives feedback  

• Third person observes the way of giving feedback and the fourth person observes receiving 
feedback



Feedback: Hot/cold shower

• Sit together with your group. Give each person a hot shower 
and a cold shower. 

• The hot shower starts with; You serve the group when…

• The cold shower starts with; You could show more of this 
behavior to the group… 



Personal development in TDM
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Developing team behavior

Functioning within diversity

Being able to motivate oneself

Developing resilience

Key: self insight and empathy



Workshop 3
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENHSbSY9GUk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENHSbSY9GUk


MBTI can be used to:

• Increase self-knowledge and thus improving life’s choices of 
educational, career and residential matters

• Appreciate and understand differences between people and thus 
improving relationships, communication, cooperation and leadership

• The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is a psychological 
questionnaire designed to assist a person in identifying their 
personality preferences. 





Fundamentals
• The MBTI is about preferences, not skills

• No type is better than another

• The MBTI is not a test and cannot be used as such

• You can only decide on your own type

MBTI information:

http://www.myersbriggs.org/

https://www.mbtionline.com/

MBTI online version:

http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes1.htm

http://www.myersbriggs.org/
https://www.mbtionline.com/
http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes1.htm


Goals of this workshop

• Explain the concept of preferences

• Describe the four dichotomies

• Describe your own MBTI type





Self awareness with MBTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2MXgAeXfbw

Think of your core qualities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2MXgAeXfbw


The temperaments

•Rational (NT): Competence and knowledge

• Idealist (NF): Unique identity and meaning

•Guardian (SJ): Responsibility and predictability

•Artisan (SP): Spontaneity and optimism



How to decide

Preferences:
• What is the choice that would be the most easy for you 

most of the time?
• Don’t decide upon what you would want to be like, but 

what you are
• If the answer is different when you are at work/school or 

at home/with friends, chose the latter one



Four dimensions of preferences

• Orientation of energy: Extraversion – Introversion

• Perception: Sensing - iNtuition

• Judgement: Thinking – Feeling

• Orientation to the external world: Judging - Perceiving



How do I gain energy?
Extraversion

• Energy directed at the 

outside world of people and 

activities

• Talks before thinking

• Interaction, expression

• Many interests

• Enjoys action

• Prefers groups of people

Introversion

• Energy directed at the inner world of 

reflections and thoughts

• Thinks before talking

• Privacy, concentration

• Few but deep interests

• Enjoys quiet activities

• Prefers small groups and one on one 

contacts



Extraversion Introversion



Extraversion - Introversion



Extraversion - Introversion



Now choose for E or I

Unless you are still in doubt? 



How do I prefer to acquire 
information?

Sensing

•Factual and 

observable

•Realistic and 

practical

•Orientation on 

present

•Remembers details

•Guided by past 

experiences

Intuition

• Conceptual, metaphorical and 

symbolic

• Patterns and meaning

• Orientation on future, possibilities 

and options

• Hypothetical



Sensing - Intuition



Sensing - Intuition



Sensing - Intuition



Now choose for S or N

Unless you are still in doubt? 



How do I make decisions?
Thinking
•Decides on logical 
analysis

•Objective, 
reasonable and fair

•Notices mistakes 
•Expresses criticism
•Observes a problem 
from a distance in 
order to understand

Feeling
• Decides on impacts on people and 

norms and values
• Agreeable and personal
• Shows appreciation
• Empathises with a problem in order 

to understand



Thinking- Feeling



Thinking - Feeling



Thinking - Feeling



Now choose for T or F

Unless you are still in doubt? 



How do I organise my life?

Judging

•Structured, planned 

and organised

•Decisive; closes and 

finishes topics

•Avoids last minute 

work

•Follows plans

Perceiving

• Flexible and spontaneous

• Keeps options open

• Gets energy when the deadline is 

close

• Relies on improvisation



Judging - Perceiving



Judging - Perceiving



Judging - Perceiving



Now choose for J or P

Unless you are still in doubt? 



Result: MBTI Type Table
ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ



MBTI in your team

• Sit together with your group

• Discuss your MBTI profile

• In which way can your MBTI profile benefit your group



Questions?

Good luck!



Questions?


